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Date:
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To:

David Hansen, City Manager

Subject:
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Inventory

Independent Auditor’s Report
We have performed the agreed-upon procedures agreed to by the Police Department solely to assist in
evaluating the inventory of the Police Property and Evidence Unit for the period of January 1, 2015 to May
17, 2016. This agreed-upon procedures engagement was conducted in accordance with Government
Auditing Standards. Government Auditing Standards incorporate financial and attestation standards
established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. These standards also provide
guidance for performing and reporting the results of agreed-upon procedures. The sufficiency of these
procedures is solely the responsibility of those parties specified in this report. Consequently, we make no
representation regarding the sufficiency of the procedures described herein either for the purpose for
which this report has been requested or for any other purpose.
We were not engaged to perform and did not perform an audit, the objective of which would have been the
expression of an opinion on the compliance of the Police Property and Evidence Unit with Department, City,
and State policies and procedures as well as accreditation standards. Accordingly, we do not express such
an opinion. Had we performed additional procedures, other matters may have come to our attention that
would have been reported to you. We completed the agreed-upon procedures on May 17, 2016.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the Audit Committee, City Council, City
Manager, and appropriate management including the Police Department and should not be used by anyone
other than these specified parties. However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is
not limited.
We would like to commend the Police Property and Evidence Unit for the courtesy and cooperation
extended to us during our review. If you have any questions about this report or any review-related issue, I
can be reached at 385-5872 or via email at lremias@vbgov.com.
Respectfully submitted,

Lyndon S. Remias, CPA, CIA, CRMA
City Auditor
c:

City Council Members
Audit Committee Members
J. A. Cervera, Chief of Police
i
The Office of the City Auditor is an independent audit function reporting directly to the Virginia Beach City Council
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Office of the City Auditor
Review of Police Property and Evidence Unit Inventory
Purpose
To review the handling processes of cash and evidence in the Police Property and Evidence Unit
(PPE Unit) to ensure cash and evidence seized or found is appropriately recorded, inventoried, and
accounted.

Scope and Objectives
The objective of our review was to conduct a physical inventory of cash, jewelry, and other
categories of property and evidence, such as ammunition and handguns, in the PPE Unit vaults.
We reviewed the bank reconciliations to ensure the amount of cash in the bank was properly
reconciled to the check register. We also verified a sample of cleared checks from January 1, 2015
to December 31, 2015 had supporting documentation. Additionally, we determined if
recommendations from our prior review were implemented. Our review covered cash and
evidence on hand as of the dates listed in Table 1 below:
Table 1: Dates of Review by Evidence Category
Evidence Category
Cash
Jewelry
Ammunition
Forensic Interview Docs
Gun Magazines
Handguns
Rifles/Shotguns
Physical Evidence Recovery Kits (PERK)
Miscellaneous Weapons

Building
11
4/25/2016
4/25/2016
4/27/2016
4/27/2016
4/27/2016
4/27/2016
4/27/2016
5/17/2016
4/27/2016

Leroy Drive
4/26/2016
4/26/2016
4/27/2016
4/27/2016
4/27/2016
4/27/2016
4/27/2016
5/17/2016
4/27/2016

Our review was concluded on May 17, 2016.

Methodology
To accomplish our objectives, we performed the following procedures:
 Reviewed internal controls through inquiry and examination of documents.
 Met with appropriate staff to discuss existing procedures.
 Obtained documentation related to current processing of property and cash evidence.
 Conducted a physical inventory of all cash and jewelry stored in the PPE Unit’s vaults at
Building 11 (Police Headquarters) and Leroy Drive locations.
 Conducted a sampled inventory of gun ammunition, forensic interview documentation,
fireworks and explosives, gun magazines, handguns, rifles and shotguns, Physical Evidence
Recovery Kits (PERK), and miscellaneous weapons at Building 11 and Leroy Drive locations.
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 Analyzed completed bank reconciliations for completeness, accuracy, and oversight.
 Reviewed supporting documentation of sampled cleared checks of the past year.
 Conducted follow-up on prior review recommendations.

Standards
Our agreed-upon procedures review was conducted in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards. The Office of the City Auditor reports to City Council through the
Audit Committee and is organizationally independent of all City Departments. This report will be
distributed to the City’s Audit Committee, City Council, City Manager, and Virginia Beach Police
Department. This report will also be made available to the public.
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Background
The Virginia Beach Police Department’s mission is to provide a safe community and improve the
quality of life for all people. They accomplish this by delivering quality police services and
enforcing laws with equity and impartiality.
It is the policy of the Virginia Beach Police
Department to maintain strict control over all evidence and property that comes into the
possession of department personnel, including cash seized from drug raids, robberies, and cash
found from lost wallets and turned in by private citizens, and DNA evidence. Procedures have
been developed to ensure the integrity of physical evidence and the proper storage, return, and
disposal of property.
The PPE Unit is organizationally under the Support
Division and based in two locations: the lower level of
Building 11 and a new facility on Leroy Drive. PPE Unit
maintains the facilities for the storage of property and
evidence in possession of the Police department. The
unit is staffed with two sworn police officers and three
non-sworn officers under the supervision of Sgt. K.
Lokey. The unit handles and stores all evidence and
property that is seized or found until it is needed for
court, returned to its owner, or can be destroyed.
Destruction, disposal, or return of property is
determined by the PPE Unit in accordance with
federal, state, and local laws.
PPE Unit Window at Building 11

The new Police Special Operations, Forensics,
and Property and Evidence building on Leroy
Drive opened on November 14, 2013 and PPE
started moving items to the new site on May
31, 2014. The Leroy Drive location provides
approximately 10,000 square feet to store
property and evidence that need to be
maintained for many years.
It includes
separate vaults for cash, jewelry, guns, and
drugs.
It also includes a state-of-the-art
shelving system and expanded refrigeration
units. Currently, Building 11 stores current
(past two or three years) evidence items while
the Leroy Drive location stores all the older
items.
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Once inventoried, vouchered, and received by PPE Unit, evidence cannot be removed or even
physically examined without an authorized person signing for it. The amount of the PPE Unit’s
cash is shown in the charts below.

Cash Evidence On Hand
$120,000

$1,603,911

$84,822

$80,000
$60,000

$2,000,000

$105,210

$100,000

Cash In Bank Account
$1,376,999

$1,500,000
$1,090,107

$61,615
$44,685

$1,236,492

$1,000,000

$40,000

$500,000

$20,000
$0

$0
Jan 2013 Jan 2014 Jan 2015 Apr 2016

Jan 2013 Jan 2014 Jan 2015 Jan 2016

Results
Physical Inventory of Cash, Jewelry, and Other Categories of Property and Evidence
Items
At the request of Police Chief Cervera, we conducted a physical inventory of cash and jewelry in
the vaults at both locations of the PPE Unit from April 25, 2016 to May 17, 2016. Using inventory
listings obtained from Bar Coded Evidence Analysis Statistical Tracking (BEAST), the PPE Unit's
record management system, we examined 100% of the cash and jewelry items and tested samples
in other evidence categories. We located all 367 cash items totaling $84,822, 307 jewelry items,
and the selected samples. Additionally, we performed a reverse inventory of other evidence
categories. Table 2 below shows the number of evidence items by category at each PPE Unit
location that we inventoried:
Table 2: High-Risk Categories of Evidence by PPE Unit Location
Police HQ
# of Items
Sample
Ca s h
202
202
Jewel ry
98
98
Ammuni ti on
341
22
Forens i c Intervi ew Docs
Gun Ma ga zi nes
20
5
Ha ndguns
435
58
Ri fl e/Shotguns (Long Guns )
68
21
PERK
22
13
Mi s c Wea pons
11
11
Tota l s
1,197
430
Category

Leroy Drive
# of Items
Sample
165
165
209
209
427
26
694
32
42
7
1,059
80
213
25
756
73
18
6
3,583
623
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Total Both Locations
# of Items
Sample % Coverage
367
367
100%
307
307
100%
768
48
6%
694
32
5%
62
12
19%
1,494
138
9%
281
46
16%
778
86
11%
29
17
59%
4,780
1,053
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Review of Bank Reconciliations of the PPE Unit Checking Account
The Police Evidence Collection and Handling Field Guide requires that all cash not currently needed
as court evidence be deposited to the PPE Unit’s bank account. A check is issued to the assigned
agency in case of forfeiture or to the owner and is supported by a court order, forfeiture, or
authorization of the responsible detective.
The Police Support Division’s accountant performs bank reconciliation on a monthly basis to
ensure that there are no mistakes, omissions, or mishandling of funds held by the PPE Unit. We
determined that 1) the accountant is properly segregated from the PPE Unit and 2) monthly
reconciliations are properly performed. We identified below the need for a detection control to
further strengthen the process.
We also reviewed the internal controls over the issuance of checks from this account, including
supporting documentation and required signatures. Of the 333 checks issued during the period
January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2015:



We performed 100% verification of the required two signatures.
We selected a sample of 44 (13%) to further verify: 1) for properly authorized supporting
documentation; 2) that the check amount matches the supporting documentation, and 3)
that the correct voucher number is written on the check.

Findings and Recommendations
Finding 1: Exceptions in the Property and Evidence Receipts Process
The PPE Unit has significantly improved their accountability processes and procedures over the
past year and implemented changes to their facilities layout to better promote tracking of
evidence and property inventory. Considering that they track and manage over 70,000 pieces of
inventory, we noted the following exceptions in our testing:
1.1 The Required Second Signature Upon Receipt Of Evidence Has Not Been Obtained
One (1) cash item had only one signature on both the evidence bag and the voucher. The
Evidence Collection & Handling Field Guide requires that all vouchers be signed by both
the witness and the preparer. Dual signatures promote accountability and improve
accuracy.

Review of Police Property and Evidence Unit Inventory- 2016
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1.2 Cash Item Not Consistently Recorded
One (1) cash item’s amount written on the currency envelope does not agree to the
amount in BEAST system by $1.00. Accountability over the handling of evidence and
property is impaired when amounts are not exact.
1.3 Jewelry Item Not Placed In A Sealed Bag
One (1) jewelry item was not
packaged in a sealed evidence bag.
Per the Evidence Collection and
Handling Field Guide, all jewelry
items are required to be packaged
and sealed in clear plastic evidence
bags. We did verify the content
against
the
voucher
and
determined that nothing was
missing.
1.4 Incorrect Classification Of Evidence Type
Five items were incorrectly classified as Physical Evidence Recovery Kit (PERK):
 Two should have been classified as Clothing
 Three should have been classified as Compact Disks (CD).

Recommendations:
Management should continue to ensure that all:
1.1 Vouchers are signed or initialed by both the witness and the preparer.
1.2 Cash item amounts are exactly and consistently recorded on the envelope and in BEAST
system.
1.3 Jewelry items are packaged in sealed clear plastic evidence bags in accordance with the
Evidence Collection & Handling Field Guide.
1.4 Items are properly classified in BEAST system.

Finding 2: Exceptions in the PPE Unit Bank Account Disbursements Process
For 333 checks issued out of the PPE bank account during 2015, our testing noted the following
exceptions:
2.1 The Required Second Signature on the Check Has Not Been Obtained
One (1) check issued for $123.00 had only one signature. Current undocumented
procedures require that all PPE checks be signed by two staff members from the PPE Unit.
Review of Police Property and Evidence Unit Inventory- 2016
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Dual signatures over check disbursements ensure that payments are accurate and are
properly supported.
2.2 Check Amount Did Not Agree to the Court Order Amount
One (1) check’s amount did not agree to the amount in the court order. The check was
issued for $21,347.16, which is less by $9.97. Review of court order by both check signers
must be made to ensure compliance. PPE Unit has started to process another check to
correct the discrepancy.

Recommendations:
Management should continue to ensure that:
2.1 All checks are signed by two PPE Unit staff members.
2.2 Evidence Collection & Handling Field Guide is updated to reflect requirement that all
checks issued out of the PPE bank account be signed by two PPE Unit staff members
authorized to signed checks. We do note that the PPE Unit Supervisor has begun process
to update the guide.
2.3 Both PPE Unit staff members properly review supporting document before signing
checks.

Finding 3: Supervisory Review of Bank Reconciliation
While we did not find any exceptions relating to independence,
accuracy, and timeliness, we noted that there was no evidence that
the accountant’s supervisor has reviewed the reconciliations.
Supervisory review of reconciliations is an important internal control
component to ensuring timely performance and detection of errors or
fraud.

Recommendation:
3.1 The accountant’s supervisor should review the monthly
reconciliation, and demonstrate the review by putting his or
her initials and the date on the reconciliation.

Follow-up on Prior Review Recommendations
In our prior review report dated May 8, 2015, we made five (5) recommendations. In our followup review in July 2015, Police management provided an updated status of each of our
recommendations as follows:

Review of Police Property and Evidence Unit Inventory- 2016
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1. Continue to ensure that all vouchers are signed or initialed by both the witness and preparer.
Management Response: PPE Unit started having the precincts deliver all drugs, evidence, and
property to PPE Unit the week of July 13, 2015. Items having deficiencies in packaging or
paperwork will remain the in PPE Unit until they are corrected. This should reduce the number
of deficient items submitted to PPE Unit.
Auditor Note: We noted 1 exception (Finding 1.1) this year. We will continue to monitor.
2. Revise the Evidence Collection and Handling Field Guide to reflect current evidence handling
processes and delete the requirement to affix red evidence tape or an evidence tag to each
item of evidence.
Management Response: PPE Unit has been planning to revise changes to the Policy 15.01
Property & Evidence and the Evidence Collection and Handling Field Guide for some time.
Currently, we are noting changes that need to be made. We will revise the Guide once we
have finalized the solutions. [Auditor note: Our review noted the changes in regards to the red
evidence tape and tag in the field guide.]
Auditor Note: This recommendation is closed.
3. Ensure that all jewelry items are sealed within clear plastic evidence bags inside the unsealed
outer envelope for verification purposes.
4. Ensure that all jewelry items are placed inside clear plastic evidence bags in accordance with
the Evidence Collection and Handling Field Guide.
5. Ensure that all evidence items are processed to completion within BEAST system to reflect final
disposition of the items.
Management Response for above recommendation #s 3, 4, and 5: We developed a PowerPoint
lesson plan for the Recruit Academy and will be teaching it on August 19th. I am also trying to
teach in the Police Training Officer School (Aug. 18-21). After those are completed, we will ask
Professional Development to adopt our new lesson plan for training all officers in the
department through PowerDMS (i.e., online). We will require them to sign a document
attesting that they have read the material. We expect that this will reduce errors or
deficiencies.
Auditor Note:
#3: Our review noted all new jewelry items were now verifiable. This recommendation is closed.
#4: There was one exception (Finding 1.3) this year. We will continue to monitor.
#5: There were no exceptions this year. This recommendation is closed.
Review of Police Property and Evidence Unit Inventory- 2016
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